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in addition to the normal effects of lowering texture file sizes without using more vram, you also get a variety of visual improvements, like higher resolution textures, more colors, and improved lighting! in fact, with the new rendering engine that this mod uses, the sky on my laptop is now much more blue and the grass a lovely green, when
compared to vanilla skyrim. another advantage of using this engine is that performance is a lot more consistent, as instead of rendering the same texture seven or eight times in the different areas of the mod, you can just compress it once, and it will use it the same way throughout. the most obvious change is to the world itself. the mod has

already improved the lighting and weather in skyrim, but also does a little more. you won't really notice it until you are in a heavily modded world, but in places you will notice that the sky is a much deeper blue, the grass is a much more green, the ice is slightly frostier, and even the clouds are different shades of grey. perhaps most noticeable is
that snow now actually falls in nature, which is something from both obsidian weathers and my other favorite weather mod aequinoctium. another feature of the mod is that it optimizes some weather effects, like it automatically looks for humidity settings and such when changing the weather, adding to the experience and making it feel much

more immersive. if you want to get the mod for yourselves, you will need to extract the contents of the.pak file, where the textures are (only from the released version), the.esp file, where the scripts are, and the.inffiles, where the ini files are.
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some installation issues regarding enboost. first of all, this is good mod. i worked for a company in romania, who came together with the author of this mod. we designed a script in collaboration with pmdg to help us get this mod for free. check it out! blizzard patches (and probably these as well) will interfere with enboost installation, so the
installer will not do much. in my experience, the problems with enboost were related to misconfiguration of steam. it seems my mod was not updated for a long time (so its core.ini was badly dated). fixing the steam bugs solved the misconfiguration and enboost worked just fine. while installing enboost the game will most likely freeze, probably

due to some enboost bugs. if this happens, just quit steam and relaunch your game after enboost installation is completed. you can even try forcing a steam update, but this usually had no effect (maybe because of updates). the mod always works smoothly afterwards. both enboost.ini and enboostcfg.ini are optional, so you can use steamcfg for
your initial installation or not. you can always try them out and see what you like better. i personally prefer enboost.ini, but i leave steamcfg for less experienced users who have less options in mind. to use enboost you must also install the skyrim memory patch. it's completely optional, but i prefer to use it. it fixes some issues, and if your

computer can't handle all the mods in your game you can use it to smooth them out a little. the skyrim es's patches will also interfere with enboost's installation and the game will most probably freeze, so you can stop them from installing if you have a problem with that. if you installed skyrim memory patch 3.0, it will install its own patches
instead of this. if you installed enboost 3.0, they won't conflict and you can safely remove the es patches. to install skyrim es patches remember to press f9 in the launcher to unpack the file, or use your launcher's uninstall button, and you can delete the es files when finished. 5ec8ef588b
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